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Carcinoma of the gallbladder is a rare malignancy and cholelithiasis exists in most of the patients. The preoperative diagnosis is difficult because the clinical manifestations are nonspecific and often indistinguishable from those of cholecystitis. The majority of tumors are adenocarcinomas. Gallbladder carcinomas localized to the mucosa and submucosa can be adequately treated with cholecystectomy alone. The role of radical surgery in advanced stage disease is controversial. At present, chemotherapy and radiation therapy do not have a major role in the treatment of gallbladder carcinoma. [Journal of Turgut Özal Medical Center 1997;4(1):129-133]
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EPIDEMIOLOGY AND ETIOLOGY

Carcinoma of the gallbladder is a rare malignancy comprising two thirds of biliary-tract cancers. It is the fifth most common cancer of the gastrointestinal tract (1). As with benign gallbladder disease, females are affected two to four times as often as males (2). The frequency of gallbladder carcinoma is maximum during the seventh decade of life (3).

The exact etiology of carcinoma of the gallbladder is not known. Several factors have been associated with an increased risk for gallbladder cancer. Among these factors, cholelithiasis is observed most commonly and carcinoma can be found in 1-2% of all cholecystectomy specimens (4). The chronic mucosal irritation related to cholelithiasis and cholecystitis is believed to be important in the malignant degeneration of the mucosa. The duration of cholelithiasis is also believed to be of importance in this process. Gallbladder cancer is more likely to develop in patients with a single large stone than in those with multiple stones. Carcinoma of the gallbladder is also associated with calcification of the wall of the
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gallbladder, the so-called porcelain gallbladder (5). Recently, Redealli et al. reported high coincidence of Mirizzi syndrome and gallbladder carcinoma (6).

Persistent presence of gallstones is not always required for the development of adenocarcinoma. Typhoid carriers are also at increased risk for all types of hepatobiliary carcinoma (7). An association with anomalous pancreaticobiliary duct union and a long common channel have been proposed (8-11). In patients with choledoccal cyst, carcinoma may develop anywhere in the biliary tree, but a significant proportion of these tumors arise in the gallbladder (12). Benign adenomatous and squamous metaplasia may be a predisposing factor for carcinoma of the gallbladder (13,14). Whether or not accompanied by gallstone disease, gallbladder polyps greater than 1 cm are most likely to become malignant and are an indication for cholecystectomy (15,16)

PATHOLOGY

Gallbladder carcinomas macroscopically exhibit two different patterns (infiltrative and papillary). Infiltrative type is the most common form (17). The tumors are usually found in fundus of the gallbladder, but may arise in corpus and neck (18). More than 75% of the gallbladder tumors are adenocarcinomas (19). Gallbladder adenocarcinomas are subdivided into three grades as well differentiated, moderately differentiated, and poorly differentiated (20). Other rare types include papillary carcinoma (5%), mucinous adenocarcinoma (5%), adenosquamous carcinoma (5%), and signet ring cell carcinoma (3%) (18,19). Small cell carcinoma, clear cell adenocarcinoma, and squamous cell carcinoma are seen in patients with gallbladder carcinoma infrequently (18-22). Although the macroscopically papillary and histologically well differentiated gallbladder carcinoma carries a better prognosis, survival depends on the stage of the tumor at the time of diagnosis (18, 19, 23).

The tumor has a tendency to invade surrounding structures particularly the liver, bile duct, and duodenum. Lymph node metastases are found in 50-75% of gallbladder carcinoma cases (18). The cystic duct node, at the confluence of the cystic and hepatic ducts is the initial focus of regional lymphatic spread.

CLINICAL PRESENTATION

Carcinoma of the gallbladder is unusual in patients under the age of 40 years. Most gallbladder carcinomas are found incidentally following cholecystectomy. The most common presenting complaint is abdominal pain and nausea. Vomiting, jaundice, weight loss, fever, and anorexia are other common symptoms (24,25)

In physical examination, patients may have right upper quadrant pain with a palpable mass and is often confused with the gallbladder of acute cholecystitis. In advanced cases, patients may have cachexia and ascites.

DIAGNOSIS

The preoperative diagnosis of carcinoma of the gallbladder is very difficult because the clinical manifestations of this disease are nonspecific and often indistinguishable from those of cholecystitis. The majority of patients have advanced disease at presentation. Many patients are operated on with the preoperative diagnosis of chronic cholecystitis. A correct preoperative diagnosis of gallbladder cancer is made in 10% to 50% of cases in most series (24-26).

With the exception of patients with jaundice, no specific laboratory findings are frequently observed. Several tumor markers have been associated with gallbladder carcinoma. These include carcinoembryonic antigen, alphafetoprotein, and CA 19-9 which are common in many gastrointestinal malignancies (24). In general, the incidence of elevated tumor markers is very low and their specificity is so poor that they are not good screening tests for gallbladder cancer.

Ultrasonography (US), computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and cholangiography have all been used to evaluate gallbladder carcinoma. US is the examination of choice in the diagnosis of gallbladder and biliary duct lesions, but several diagnostic problems may arise in the differentiation from polyps and acute inflammatory disease. CT better demonstrates
gastrointestinal tract invasion and lymphadenopathy, which can be a valuable finding for treatment planning.

Ultrasonography will usually reveal coexisting gallstones and is also able to identify a mass filling or replacing the gallbladder in approximately one half of patients (27,28). Other significant findings include a mass protruding into the gallbladder and asymmetric thickening or irregularity in the gallbladder wall. A CT scan can detect the presence of tumor extension into the region of the common bile duct or metastases to lymph nodes, in addition to defining irregularities within the gallbladder itself. Limited experience with the use of MRI exists in the evaluation of gallbladder carcinoma. In patients with gallbladder cancer presenting with obstructive jaundice, extension along the hepatoduodenal ligament may be evaluated by MRI. Hepatic involvement and portal vein encasement may also be seen with MRI (29).

In combination, US and CT are quite useful in evaluating patients presenting with right upper quadrant pain of short duration, vomiting, fever, and localized tenderness. It should be possible to improve the results of preoperative diagnosis in early stages (tumor-stage I and II) by using ultrasound more and more. A general awareness of the radiologic features of gallbladder carcinoma enhances preoperative diagnoses. The presence of a mass or history of weight loss should trigger suspicion of a process other than cholecystitis.

In patients with jaundice, the diagnostic evaluation should proceed as in any patient with suspected extrahepatic jaundice. Direct visualization of the biliary tree can be accomplished by percutaneous or endoscopic retrograde cholangiography. Most commonly, obstruction of the common hepatic duct will occur near the entrance of the cystic duct. The absence of filling of the gallbladder is suspicious of carcinoma of the gallbladder.

The most common staging system used for gallbladder carcinoma, as described by Nevin, is based on the depth of invasion and the spread of the tumor (Table 1) (30).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Intramucosal involvement only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Involvement of the mucosa and muscularis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Involvement of all three layers of gallbladder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Involvement of all three layers and cystic duct lymph nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Involvement of liver or metastases to other organs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TREATMENT**

Carcinoma of the gallbladder has always been associated with unfavorable prognosis. The majority of patients with gallbladder carcinoma present with advanced disease. Stage I carcinoma of the gallbladder can be adequately treated with cholecystectomy alone with 5-year survival rates as high as 100% in several series. The management of stage II patients is not so clearly defined. Several studies suggest that cholecystectomy alone is the sufficient treatment. On the other hand, a number of authors report higher rates of recurrence and lower rates of survival for stage II patients treated with cholecystectomy alone. The optimal treatment for patients with stage III and IV tumors is an extended cholecystectomy. This procedure includes cholecystectomy, regional lymph node dissection in the hepatoduodenal ligament, and a wedge resection of the gallbladder bed with at least a 3-cm margin of normal parenchyma. The dismal prognosis for patients with stage V has made many surgeons advocate palliative procedures rather than resection (1,4).

A combined resection of the involved organs (hepatectomy, pancreatoduodenectomy etc.) may be appropriate in carefully selected patients with advanced gallbladder carcinoma to improve both survival and the quality of life. (31,32). Obstructive jaundice is a common but late complication of gallbladder cancer. Endoscopic or percutaneous stenting is the choice of palliation in patients with advanced disease with jaundice.

Incidental gallbladder cancer has been reported in laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) series (33,34). Additional treatment of gallbladder cancer incidentally found by LC should be decided according to the depth of invasion and the range of mucosal spread. If available, frozen sections for patologic analysis should be utilized during LC. In cases with subserosal or serosal involvement, LC should be converted to open laparotomy for radical resection. If the frozen section analysis shows an early carcinoma only with involvement of the mucosa or the muscular layer not reaching the cut
end of the cystic duct, it may be wise to perform LC without further treatment (33).

Tumor cells of clinically inapparent gallbladder carcinomas can be implanted at the trocar sites during laparoscopic cholecystectomies. Seeding of tumor cells at the umbilical port during laparoscopic surgery for staging malignant disease or laparoscopic cholecystectomy has been reported (35). When laparoscopic techniques are used for the resection of tumors, the excised specimen should be enclosed in a nonporous bag for removal through the abdominal wall and port sites should be washed with normal saline to prevent port site recurrence in patients with laparoscopic cholecystectomy (36).

The use of single and multiple chemotherapeutic agents either as primary therapy or as adjuvant therapy has been disappointing (1). Radiotherapy has shown promise when used in the postoperative adjuvant setting. Patients with advanced disease and locally symptomatic tumors should be offered radiation therapy (37).
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